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Biography
TC Tolbert is a genderqueer, feminist poet and facilitator committed to social justice. S/he believes in working
across communities – building bridges wherever possible. TC earned his MFA in Poetry from The University of
S/he is the founder and director of Made for Flight, a youth empowerment project that utilizes creative writing and
kite building to commemorate transgender people who have been murdered in the previous year.
TC is co-editor of the forthcoming Anthology of Trans and Genderqueer Poetry
anthology of its kind. Recipient of the Arizona Commission on the Arts Individual Artist Award (2011), his work
also won the Arizona Statewide Poetry Competition in 2010. TC has two chapbooks: spirare (belladonna, 2012)
and territories of folding (Kore Press, 2011) and his collection, Gephyromania, is forthcoming from Ahsahta Press. His
poems can be found in Volt, The Pinch, Drunken Boat, Shampoo, The Volta, jubilat, and EOAGH. www.tctolbert.com
TC is available for workshops, conferences, special events, readings, and staff trainings. Combining humor, critical
analysis, and a love for human interaction, TC’s facilitation creates an atmosphere that encourages dialogue, risk, and
each workshop with concrete, adaptable tools for being an ally in your community and using your unique voice.

Interactive Workshops
Made for Flight: Trans-Ally Development Participants learn the histories of Transgender women and men who
have been murdered in the last year, investigate the larger scope of Transgender history and violence, learn about
and write their own poems and stories with a safe, engaged group of peers, and decorate kites in remembrance of
those murdered. 2-3 hours. All skill levels.
Made for Flight: Train the Trainers Participants are trained to facilitate and adapt Made for Flight for your campus
or community. Includes LGBTQ 101 facilitation, kite building, and ally development. 2 sessions, 3 hours each.
Intermediate to advanced LGBTQ knowledge required.
Participants will gain a rich
understanding of LGBTQ identities and intersecting oppressions. This workshop is perfect for allies who wish to
deepen their awareness and make their workplace, campus, or community a safer, more inclusive place. 1-3 hours
Beginner to intermediate understanding of LGBTQ issues and identities.
An introduction to LGBTQ poetry for LGBTQ

An introduction to trans and genderqueer poetry with an investigation of form as a bodily constraint.
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What folks are saying about Made for Flight & TC
TC Tolbert guided staff, faculty and students in a unique and deeply intimate Transgender 101 training in which
everyone in the room was challenged and moved. TC’s very open facilitation style created a space that allowed
here today still wondering about the same question that brought you here, I didn’t do my job,” said Tolbert. It
is techniques such as these that provoke folks to reveal limiting internalized preconceptions in order to enable
TC was able to balance the need for technical information and terminology that sometimes has the potential to
distance individuals and dilute the impact of a training with the constant and pervasive reality that folks are learning
to reach individuals is a tribute to who TC is and his ability to connect with a group in a manner that makes every
individual feel well held and heard. TC was very conscious of the space created in the training, and was open to

coming academic year to continue to inspire and challenge changemakers on our campus.
- Kelly Herbert, LGBTQA Coordinator, Pace University
issues. It also allowed me to feel empathy towards- well, people in general, but particularly trans people. As a
important to build an inclusive and accepting society.
- Angharad Daly, trans-ally and Made for Flight participant
to the choir or get so in depth about theory that it’s hard for people to wrap their brains around it. Made for
Flight makes it mainly about people, not politics and jargon, so that everyone can understand that all human lives
are worthwhile. It also gives young people a tangible way to turn such a sad event as the murder of a transgender
person into a beautiful way to honor their lives in the form of a kite. Honoring the dead through celebration is

issues, there will be less deaths to commemorate each year. I look forward to a time when we won’t need a program
to reach as many people as possible in order to make a difference.
- Stephan Elizander Przybylowicz, University of Arizona Pride Alliance Co-director

